I. INTRODUCTION
I N the design theory of linear time-invariant, multiinput multioutput (MIMO) systems, the characterization of all designs which can be achieved by a stabilizing controller for a given plant is a subject of great interest because it shows the limitations on achievable performance imposed by the plant model and the constraints of linearity and stability. Stabilizing compensators were first characterized by Youla This paper presents a general algebraic design method for all diQgOnCl input-output (I/O) maps which can be achieved by a stabilizing two-input-one-output controller for a given plant. The design method is referred to as two-parameter compensation [30] or two-degrees-of-freedom design [17]. We consider the MIMO configuration C (P, K ) of Fig. 1 , where the plant P has an output yo and a measured output y, and the controller K has two inputs: the exogenous input u and the feedback signal e, = u l -y,. Such two-parameter controllers were used, for example, in [ 11, [25] , and [ 1 11. This two-parameter compensation scheme enables us to design the 110 map independently of the DIO map and, therefore, requiring the compensator to diagonalize the I/O map leaves the stabilizing nature of the compensator intact. Furthermore, any plant, which satisfies the assumption to be given in Section II, can be stabilized and decoupled with a proper compensator, and < .
unlike in one-parameter compensation schemes, decoupling brings no restrictions to those parameters of the compensator that are used in stabilization.
Some of the related work in this area can be summarized as follows. Decoupling of linear time-invariant multivariable systems over unique factorization domains is considered in [8]; necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the existence of a decoupling dynamic or static state feedback in the case that the system is internally stable and reachable. Furthermore, the stability preserving stable compensator is required to be invertible over the unique factorization domain. In the present paper, the plant is not assumed to be stable, dynamic output feedback is used, the compensator is not required to be stable, and if stable, it is not required to be invertible over the principal ring. Hammer and Khargonekar [16] give necessary and sufficient conditions for a plant P to be decoupled using a one-parameter compensato_r C placed in the feedback loop, and show that, in the lumped continuous-time case, there is no proper compensator which would decouple a plant whose inverse has off-diagonal polynomial terms: with strictly proper plant and proper compensator, the inverse of the resulting diagonal 110 map is [P(Z + CP)-l] -I = (Z + C P P -' , which approaches P -' as Is1 -+ 03;
hence the configuration proposed introduces the unnecessary constraint that the polynomial part of P -' must be diagonal. This problem does not arise with our two-parameter compensation scheme. Dion and Commault [14] study the row by row decoupling of a strictly proper system by dynamic state feedback defined by u = F(s)x + Gu where F(s) is a proper rational matrix and G is a constant matrix; the equivalent compensator is a precompensator B(s)G, where B(s) and its inverse are proper matrices. They give the conditions for decoupling by such a compensator and give the minimum McMillan degree achievable for the decoupled system (see [ 141 and the references therein). By restricting the plant P(s) to approach diagonal dominance as JsI + 03, Zames and Bensoussan [33] include a study of decoupling with an arbitrarily small tolerance using a compensator in the feedback The system C (P, K ) shown in Fig. 1 represents a general configuration in whichy,, the output-of-interest, is not necessarily the same as the measured-output y,, which is the feedback input to the compensator; furthermore, the disturbance d is applied directly to the pseudostate of the plant rather than being an additive input as, for example, in [ll]. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 11 defines the problem and states the stabilizability conditions. Section 111 builds the structures used for decoupling the I/O map, and presents the main results: the achievable diagonal I/O maps and the achievable DIO maps. Some examples and the conclusions are in Section IV.
loop.
The following is a list of the commonly used symbols. a : = b means a denotes b. 8, is the n-vector of zeros. W. 9: A multiplicative subset of X, equivalently, 9 C X, 0 @ 4, andx,y, E 9impliesthatxyE 9.W.l.o.g. 1 E g(e.g.,fE 9if f E (Ru andf(G) = 1).
I : : = {n/d:n E X, d E g } , a subring of 6 (e.g., Fip(s), the ring of proper scalar rational Gnctions).
U ( X )
= { m E X: m-' E X}, the group of units in X (e.g., f E U ( X ) iff E and f ( s ) # 0 for all s E 3). 6, : = {x E 6:(1 + xu)-' E 9, V y E S } (Jacobson radical of 6) (e.g., RP&), the set of strictly proper scalar rational functions).
Four examples of this algebraic structure are given in [l 1 , Table I ].
II. DE~IGN THEORY

A . Problem Description
We consider the MIMO linear, time-invariant system B (P, K)('C (P, K ) ) shown in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2) . Given a plant P, we wish to design a controller K with two inputs and one output such that the resulting feedback system is stable, K has elements in s, and the I/O map u -yo is nonsingular and decoupled, i.e., diagonal. We make the following assumptions on C (P, K ) .
Assumptions on the System C (P, K):
with Dpr E X""", N;r, N; E X""" and detD,, E 9, det Nir # 0, be a right-coprime factorization (r.c.f.) of P .
with Dcl E X""", Nz1 E X""", Nfl E XnX", and det Dcl E 9 be a leftcomime factorization 0.c.f.) of K ; we further assume that det
It is understood that the subsystems P and K, specified by their transfer functions, do not have any unstable hidden modes [3, sect. 4.21.
Under assumptions (P) and (K), the system C (P, K ) in Fig For any DcI E X n x n and any NJ E X""", define
Note that det D = det Dh and, by assumption (K), det D E 9. Let assumptions (P) and (K) hold; then from (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain Thus, det D E 9 is a sufficient condition for the well-posedness of (P, K ) .
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Definition 2. I-(X-stability): The system C (P, K ) is said to be X-stable if and only if H,, : u -y satisfies Hyu E &(X). 
III. ACHIEVABLE PERFORMANCE OF (P, K )
In order to characterize all diagonal 110 maps which can be achieved by 'X (P, K ) for the given plant P, we introduce two diagonal matrices: AL and AR.
Construction of AL and AR: Let P E G l n x n ; K E Snxh.
Let n p k E X denote the kth row of N;r E X""". For k = 1, -* e , n, define ALk as a greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) over X of the elements of npk [21, p. 711: such ALk is well defined within a unimodular factor since X is a principal ring. k t the X"" " be defined as the matrix which has fipk as its kth row. fhen row-vector fipk E X I x n be defined by npk = ALkjipk. k t Nor E N;,=diag (ALL, ' * ', ALk, * * ', &")N;, = : ALrjp (3.1)
where AL and Ngr are not unique, since each A L~ is only defined within a factor in U ( X ) . (In the -case that X = CRq, ALk "bookkeeps" the plant zeros in 21 that are common to all elements of the kth row of N;r .) A similar factorization is used in rg1.
The matrix N;r is not necessarily invertible over X"""; but by assumption (P), and from (3. l), (Nir)-l has elements in the field of fractions [X] [X \ 01 of the _entire ring X since det Nir E X, and det Nir = det AL det N;,, where AL is nonsingular by co-mtruction [21, p. 691. Let m,/dv denote the 0th element of (Ngr)-I, i , j = 1, * -* , n , where mu, db E X are coprime; thus We now use the relationships between the stabilizing controller K and det Dh to give global pararnetrizations of a) the family of all diagonal I/O maps possible for a given plant with some stabilizing controller, and b) the family of all disturbance-to-output (DIO) maps possible for a given plant with some stabilizing controller.
Definition 3. I (Achievable Maps): Let P be a given plant that satisfies assumption (P); Roughly speaking, let Xyo, (P) cost of decoupling as follows: the %-zeros of P0:e2 -yo will always be the zeros of Hyou whether the I/O map is decoupled or For any system C (P, K ) satisfying (P) and (K) (hence, for not. However, yith decoupling, the multiplicity (as a zero of det which det Dh E g), (2.1) and (2.2) show that the I/O map Hyou:u HyoJ of these %-zeros may be greater than the multiplicity as a (3.4) and the set of all achievable D/O maps would still be given by zero of Po. This is due to AR: indeed, AL is extracted directly from NZr, and if NZr is invertible over X " the resulting I/O map will have-the same %-zeros as the original P o assuming that Qd brings no-%-zeros; but since AR is constructed so that N,/ = (NZ> --'ARQd E &(X), det AR has a greater multiplicity of the same %-zeros than N" has. It is shown in the Appendix that if n = 2, det AR = (det d;J2 within unit factors in X. If (N;) -' E
2) The diagonalization of the I/O map is achieved by choosing N,I; this choice is independent of the choice of D,! and Nfl, which appear in the D/O map. Similarly, N,/ does not appear in the D/O map. Thus, the UO map and the D/O map of the X-stable C (P, K ) can be specified independently: it is a two-degrees of freedom design [ 171. The parameter R appearing in the D/O map is related to the system stability, but the parameter Qd in (3.11) is ody used in shaping the output.
3) It is important to note the constraints imposed on Hy d by the %-zeros and the %-poles of the plant when X = 6i %. If f (P, K )
is X-stable and if PF : = PD;'Nfl is full normal rank in aP(s), then: a) I f zo is a %-zero of N;r (equivalently, l a # 8, such that a*N;,(z,) = a, ) then X n x n , the diagonal I/O maps are of the form ALQd. Thus, whenever either N;, or N; has a '%-zero or when P has a %-pole, the D/O map is constrained by a vector-equality such as (3.14)-(3.16), respectively.
CY*N;,(Z-N~~NF~)(ZO)
=
Proof of Theorem 3.2: (= >)
We are given P satisfying (P) and any diagonal nonsingular I/O map Hv E X" " and any D/ 0 map Hd E X""" achieved by the X-stable system (P, K ) .
Since H" is an achievable I/O map, K satisfies assumption 6).
We must show that H , is of the form for some diagonal, nonsingular Qd E X n X n and Hd is of the form N;JZ -( U;r + RDpI)N;] = N;,( V; -RN,",)Dpr for some R E X""" satisfying det (V; -RN,",) E 9.
Since C (P, K ) is X-stable, using (2.8), ( 3 3 , (3.7), and (3.1), we see that the diagonal matrix AL E X""" is obviously a leftfactor of H,. It remains to show that AR is also a factor. For a contradiction, suppose that for all diagonal Qd E X"" , , H , is of the form H, = ALAR Qd (3.17) where AR is aproper factor of AR, and Qd E X" is nonsingular and diagonal. W. where gj E X is a factor of ARj; i.e., there is a pU E X, possibly a unit, such that
ARj=di.E..
--
(3.24)
Hence, with qj E X denoting the jth (nonzero) diagonal entry of some general nonsingular diagonal Qd E X"" ,, we obtain the 0th element of NZ/ from (3.22)-(3.24) as (3.25)
Since 6, @ U ( X ) and in general 6, is not a factor of qj, (3.25) is not in X. Therefore, except when the prime nonunit Sj IS a factor of qj, N,, @ X""", thus with N,/ as in (3.21), there is a diagonal, nonsingular Qd E X""" such that K does not satisfy assumption (K). This contradicts the assumption that K stabilizes P. Therefore, H , must be an element of the set in (3.1 1). Now consider Hd. By (2.5) and (2.8),
NJ N:r + D,/ Dpr = 1. RN,",) Dpr. Therefore, the given Hd is an element of the set (3.12).
(< = ) For some diagonal nonsingular Qd E X""", we are given H , = ALAR&, and for some R E X " "", we are given Hd = N;,[Z -(U: + RD,,/)N;] = N;,( V; -RNm)DPr, where det (V; -R%;) E 9. We must show that &;re exists a compensator K which stabilizes P and the X-stable C (P, K ) achieves the given H , and Hd. paranteed by the R that was chosen. (Note that if pm E s:xn, then det DcI E 9 for all R E X n x n since N;, Np7 E s y . )
Now, by (2.5) Summary: Given the setup of Theorem 3.2 and, in particular, the Qd and the R of (3.11) and (3.12), the compensator K that achieves the specified diagonal, nonsingular H, and the specified Hd as in (3.11) and (3.12), and that stabilizes P is given by the left-coprime factorization Consider the Po given by (4.1) below: it is strictly proper but not X-stable, and it has a simple zero at s = 3. a ( s , e-n 
CONCLUSIONS
Without decoupling, the set of all achievable 110 maps of C (P, K ) is given by (3.13). The compensator parameter Nr,, which is used in designing the I/O map, is made X-stable by an appropriate choice of a diagonal X-stable matrix A R defied by (3.3). Finally, the set of all achievable diagonal nonsingular 110 maps is given by (3.1 l) , where AL appears as a left factor of both diagonal and nondiagonal achievable UO maps.
The examples of this section clearly illustrate the cost involved in decoupling the I/O map while requiring that it be X-stable; this cost is reflected by A R and Q d : AR must be chosen so that N, I is X-stable; Qd E X"'" must be diagonal. In the case that X = (or X = a ( s , e-r5) as in Example 1) the presence of AR in the diagonal IIO map results in increasing the numbqr of %-zeros.
If NEr E det AR has exactly twice as many %-zeros as det Nir (for a proof, see the Appendix.) This design method has two degrees of freedom: decoupling the I/O map has no effect on the D/O map. The D/O map is designed using the parameters DcI and NJ of the compensator. The only compensator parameter used in the I/O map is N+ Four classes of systems for which the results of this paper are valid can be found in [ 1 1 , 
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Proofi Let where, by construction of AL, (rill, n 1 3 is a coprime pair. With 6 : = det Nor, the fist and the second columns of (NiJ -are (n22/ 6, -n 2 1 /~ and ( -n12/6, n11/6), respectively. Now, any irreducible common factor that cancels in n22/6 will not cancel in -n2,/6 since (nZ, -nz1) are coprime. Thus, a least common denominator for the first column is 6. The same holds for the second column and hence, AR = diag (6, 6). Then det AR = (det f i ; r ) 2 , times a factor in U ( X ) .
